
If one record has ever been the foundation stone of the latest era of Barcelona

sound, it has probably been "Aina". The first full-length recorded by the band in

1999 showed, almost for the first time, that a spanish band could sound as good

as any american or english one. Because of a special talent showed by four musi-

cians in one of their creative and interpretative peaks. Recorded in France, at Pole

Nord studios by Fred Norguet, it was a true and successful attempt to bring things

further in the spanish scene. Half decade of experience allowed the band to sound

tighter as never before; and inspiration came, trough the well-learned Jawbox

lessons, in a bunch of songs that still sound addictive, classical and fresh at the

same time: "Mnemotechnics", the best Aina song ever for many, "Central pages",

"Test drive", "Thunderbird" or the almighty "Dark black night" are true master-

pieces in the history of Barcelona scene. The shows with Bluetip, Kerosene 454,

Chokebore, Nada surf, Burning heads, The Sorts or The Capital City Dusters made

the rolling snowball get bigger, leading the band into a status of first-line inde-

pendent band. One of the best spanish rock albums ever, the atmosphere and

magic of this record still make us shake. And will make you too.

Tracklist:

1. Feel my forehead

2. Mnemotechnics

3. The right day

4. Ice

5. Countdown

6. Central pages

7. Royal wedding

8. Test drive

9. Thunderbird

10. Elastic skin

11. Dark black night

Selling points:

. Recorded by fred Norguet at Pole Nord

Studios, France, 1999

. Second release after “Sevens” (96)

. At the time they had played with Bluetip,

Kerosene 454, Chokebore, Nada Surf, etc

. High positions in all press charts in 1999
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